Press Release
Tactical Sailing is 10 years old
Jubilee edition "Against the Wind" - "Boat Against Boat"
We celebrate with you! Available from 12.11.2020 for a limited time:
The Jubilee Edition for just 10 €.
Exactly 10 years ago on the 12. November 2010 "Tactical Sailing" with
its game "Against the Wind " was first "launched". It began as a small
concept but has turned into a highly complex software program not only
for children and sailing beginners but also highly favored by Coaches
for its unique "Coach's Toolbox".
Our grateful thanks goes to those "sailors" and "tacticians" who were with us right from the
beginning:
Julian&Philipp, Jochen, Lennart, Marvin and Nils, Roko&Mic, George, Lutz, Cyrill,
Abby&Tom, Mat&Malcom, and Zizi!
Today "Tactical Sailing (TS)" is known all over the world with the programs being translated
into English and Spanish, with various documents translated into Italian, French, Swedish,
Portuguese and Polish.
Also over the last 10 years, 14 different boat classes have sailed into the TS-Harbour: It began
with the Optimist, then the Laser and has now reached the J/70 and TP52, and all classes are in
the Fleet, Match, Team-Race or Champions League format.
The "Project TS" was made possible thanks to a collaboration of great colleagues whose "knowhow" gave us access into the Media thus enabling a resounding echo from sailors, clubs and
coaches in the sailing-community. In 2012 we were honoured to receive the award for Media
Didactic from "Eurelea", a European widely acknowledged distinction, for our professionally
designed learning module.
Even after 10 years TS is still very active and is currently used both nationally and
internationally. With our simulations we have created a quick and enjoyable way of learning
to sail and have efficiently succeeded in showing how to defeat that "invisible, unpredictable
monster" the wind in various situations.
You can also become a free member of our TS-Lounge and receive information regarding
Tutorials, Video Clips, the TS-Dictionary and our "Ranking List".
For only 10 €, order your Jubilee Edition now: http://www.tacticalsailing.com/en
Paul Gerbecks
Munich, 12.11.2020

